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COMPETITION AND MARKETS AUTHORITY
Case 50972 ‐ Privacy Sandbox

Google Commitments O�er

A. Introduction

1. In August 2019, Google launched its Privacy Sandbox initiative to develop a set of
open standards with the stated aim of enhancing privacy on the web.1

2. On 7 January 2021, the CMA commenced an investigation under section 25 of the
Act in relation to Google’s Privacy Sandbox proposals. The CMA subsequently
informed Google that the CMA was concerned that Google’s proposals, if
implemented without regulatory scrutiny and oversight, would be likely to amount
to an abuse of a dominant position.

3. To address the CMA’s competition concerns, Alphabet Inc., Google UK Limited and
Google LLC o�er Commitments under section 31A of the Act. These Commitments
provide for scrutiny and oversight by the CMA over implementation of, and
announcements relating to, Google’s Privacy Sandbox proposals.

4. Consistent with sections 31A and 31B of the Act, and subject to section 31B(4) of
the Act, the Commitments are o�ered on the basis that if the CMA accepts the
Commitments in accordance with section 31A(2) of the Act, it will not continue the
investigation, make a decision within the meaning of section 31(2) of the Act, or
give a direction under section 35 of the Act.

5. The o�ering of Commitments by Google does not constitute an admission of
wrongdoing and nothing in these Commitments may be construed as implying that
Google agrees with any concerns identi�ed by the CMA in its investigation,
including in a Commitments Decision. Google has not been the subject of any
infringement decision or statement of objections in respect of the investigation.

B. De�nitions

6. For the purposes of these Commitments, the following de�nitions apply:

“Act” means the Competition Act 1998;

1 In January 2020, Google declared its goal of making the web more private and secure for users, while also
suppo�ing publishers. See Building a more private web, 22 August 2019, and Building a more private web: A
path towards making third pa�y cookies obsolete, 14 January 2020. To date neither the CMA nor the ICO
have concluded on the privacy impacts of the Privacy Sandbox proposals.

https://www.blog.google/products/chrome/building-a-more-private-web
https://blog.chromium.org/2020/01/building-more-private-web-path-towards.html
https://blog.chromium.org/2020/01/building-more-private-web-path-towards.html
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“Ads Systems” means the computer systems that constitute Google’s various
products and services used for Targeting or Measurement of digital adve�ising on
the web;

“Alternative Technologies” means the technologies designed, developed and
implemented by Google as alternatives to Third-Pa�y Cookies in Chrome and
Chromium listed at Annex 1, and any successor technologies having the same
objective;

“Applicable Data Protection Legislation” means all applicable data protection
and privacy legislation in force in the UK, including the Data Protection Act 2018,
the UK General Data Protection Regulation (and regulations made thereunder) and
the Privacy and Electronic Communications (EC Directive) Regulations 2003;

“Campaign Manager 360” means Google’s web-based ad management system
for adve�isers marketed under that name at the E�ective Date, and any successor
product;

“Chrome” means the Chrome web browser as built on Chromium and Blink;

“CMA” means the Competition and Markets Authority;

“Commitments” means the commitments given by Google pursuant to section
31A of the Act;

“Commitments Decision” means a formal decision by the CMA under section 31A
of the Act to accept Commitments, such that section 31B of the Act applies;

“Compliance Statement” means the qua�erly statement provided by Google
con�rming its compliance with the Commitments;

“Display & Video 360” means Google’s demand side pla�orm for adve�isers
marketed under that name at the E�ective Date, and any successor product;

“E�ective Date” means the date on which the CMA noti�es Google of a
Commitments Decision;

“Gnatcatcher” means the Chrome proposal aimed against cove� tracking that
both suppo�s the Willful IP Blindness functionality, by which websites may a�est
that their servers will use IP addresses only for de�ned critical purposes and not
for cove� tracking, and, for websites that do not pa�icipate in Willful IP Blindness,
enables the forwarding of HTTP requests through an IP privatising server, and any
successor technology having the same objective;
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“Google” means Alphabet Inc., Google UK Limited (company number 03977902)
and Google LLC and any other member of their corporate Group;

“Google Ad Manager” means Google’s ad management pla�orm for publishers
marketed under that name at the E�ective Date, and any successor product;

“Google First-Pa�y Personal Data” means Personal Data from (a) Google’s
user-facing services; and (b) Google’s services available on the Android operating
system as deployed in sma�phones, connected televisions or other sma� devices;

“Group” includes those companies with which any of Alphabet Inc., Google UK
Limited or Google LLC has the links described in section 129(2)(b) of the Enterprise
Act 2002 and thus constitute a “group of interconnected bodies corporate”, within
the meaning of the Enterprise Act 2002;

“ICO” means the Information Commissioner’s O�ce;

“Monitoring Statement” means the qua�erly statement prepared by Google (or, if
appointed, by the Monitoring Trustee) validating the internal measures that Google
operates to remain compliant with the Commitments;

“Monitoring Trustee” means a person appointed in accordance with paragraph
32(b) below;

“Non-Google Technologies” means technologies (including, but not limited to,
individual user-level identi�ers) designed, developed and implemented by pa�ies
other than Google as alternatives to Third-Pa�y Cookies, to enable users to be
tracked for the Targeting or Measurement of adve�ising on the web;

“Personal Data” means personal data as de�ned in the Applicable Data Protection
Legislation;

“Privacy Budget” means the Chrome proposal aimed against cove� tracking that
enables the information disclosed about a user or device by �ngerprinting su�aces
to be limited by reference to a speci�ed budget, and any successor technology
having the same objective;

“Privacy Sandbox” means Google’s proposals relating to the Removal of
Third-Pa�y Cookies, the design, development and implementation of the
Alternative Technologies, and the changes to Chrome listed at Annex 1, including
Gnatcatcher and the Privacy Budget;

“Purpose of the Commitments” has the meaning given in paragraph 7 below;
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“Quantitative Testing” means testing which would provide quanti�able metrics in
comparison to the situation existing before implementation of the Privacy Sandbox
proposal concerned that are materially informative for the application of the
Development and Implementation Criteria;

“Removal of Third-Pa�y Cookies” and “Removal” refer to Chrome ending
suppo� for Third-Pa�y Cookies or clearing Third-Pa�y Cookies more frequently
than every 90 days, whichever is �rst;

“Search Ads 360” means Google’s search management pla�orm for adve�isers
marketed under that name at the E�ective Date, and any successor product;

“Targeting or Measurement” means the targeting or measurement of digital
adve�ising, including but not limited to frequency capping, repo�ing and
a�ribution;

“Third-Pa�y Cookies” means cookies which are created by a website other than
the website that the user is visiting;

“W3C” means the World Wide Web Conso�ium;

“Working Day” means any day other than a Saturday, Sunday or any other day that
is a public holiday in England.

C. Purpose of the Commitments

7. The “Purpose of the Commitments” is to address the competition concerns
identi�ed by the CMA during its investigation, namely that, without su�cient
regulatory scrutiny and oversight, the Privacy Sandbox proposals could:

a. disto� competition in the market for the supply of ad inventory and in
the market for the supply of ad tech services, by restricting the
functionality associated with user tracking for third pa�ies while
retaining this functionality for Google;

b. disto� competition by the self-preferencing of Google’s own adve�ising
products and services and owned and operated ad  inventory; and

c. allow Google to deny Chrome web users substantial choice in terms of
whether and how their Personal Data is used for the purpose of
Targeting or Measurement and delivering adve�ising to them.

8. Google will design, implement and evaluate the Privacy Sandbox proposals by
taking into account the following factors (the “Development and Implementation
Criteria”), which will inform the answer to the question of whether or not the
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Purpose of the Commitments has been achieved. The Development and
Implementation Criteria are:

a. impact on privacy outcomes and compliance with data protection
principles as set out in the Applicable Data Protection Legislation;

b. impact on competition in digital adve�ising and in pa�icular the risk of
disto�ion to competition between Google and other market
pa�icipants;

c. impact on publishers (including in pa�icular the ability of publishers to
generate revenue from adve�ising inventory) and adve�isers (including
in pa�icular the ability of adve�isers to obtain cost-e�ective
adve�ising);

d. impact on user experience, including the relevance of adve�ising,
transparency over how Personal Data is used for adve�ising purposes,
and user control; and

e. technical feasibility, complexity and cost involved in Google designing,
developing and implementing the Privacy Sandbox.

9. These Commitments are organised as follows:

a. Section D provides for transparency and consultation with third pa�ies;

b. Section E provides for involvement of the CMA in the Privacy Sandbox
proposals;

c. Section F provides for a standstill before the Removal of Third-Pa�y
Cookies;

d. Section G provides for Google’s use of data;

e. Section H provides for non-discrimination; and

f. Sections I to M provide for repo�ing and compliance; duration; variation
or substitution; e�ect of invalidity; and governing law and jurisdiction.

D. Transparency and consultation with third pa�ies

10. Having agreed the wording with the CMA, by the day the Commitments Decision is
published, Google will make a public statement in a blog post, a dedicated
microsite or equally prominently (to which a link may be added in the CMA’s
webpages) specifying:
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a. that Google’s stated objectives in developing the Privacy Sandbox
proposals are to make the web more private and secure for users, while:

i. suppo�ing the ability of publishers to generate revenue from
adve�ising inventory and the ability of adve�isers to secure
value for money from adve�ising spend;

ii. suppo�ing a good user experience in relation to browsing the
web and digital adve�ising;

iii. providing users with substantial transparency and control over
their data as they browse the web; and

iv. not disto�ing competition between Google’s own adve�ising
products and services and those of other market pa�icipants;

b. the Development and Implementation Criteria;

c. that Google will design, develop and implement the Privacy Sandbox in
line with the Development and Implementation Criteria; and

d. that Google will involve the CMA on an ongoing basis in relation to the
design, development and implementation of the Privacy Sandbox (and
related announcements) and Google will also regularly consult with
publishers, adve�isers and ad tech providers pursuant to paragraphs 11,
12 and 17(c)(v) below.

11. Google will publicly disclose the timing of the key Privacy Sandbox proposals as set
out in Annex 1. Google will also publicly update the information provided for in
Annex 1 as timings change or become more ce�ain. Such disclosures may be made
in pa�icular within the blink-dev discussion group, within the W3C, within any
other fora and/or in a blog post, a dedicated microsite or equally prominently. Such
disclosures will aim to enable publishers, adve�isers and ad tech providers to
in�uence the Privacy Sandbox and to adjust their business models, including by
providing su�cient advance notice of the proposals and publishing key
information. Google will use its best endeavours to ensure that blog posts and
Privacy Sandbox microsite updates relating to origin trials for, the timing of, and any
key changes to, the Privacy Sandbox proposals as set out in Annex 1 will contain an
express reference to these Commitments and a brief explanation of the
involvement of, and regulatory oversight provided by, the CMA in consultation with
the ICO. Google will provide a single webpage from which all such disclosures can
be accessed.
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12. Google will publish on a dedicated microsite a process for stakeholder
engagement in relation to the details of the design, development and
implementation of the Privacy Sandbox proposals and repo� on that process
publicly, as well as to the CMA through the qua�erly repo�s described in
paragraph 32(a) below. As pa� of that process, Google will take into consideration
reasonable views and suggestions expressed to it by publishers, adve�isers and ad
tech providers, including (but not limited to) those expressed in the W3C or any
other fora, in relation to the Privacy Sandbox proposals, including testing, in order
to be�er apply the Development and Implementation Criteria in the design,
development and implementation of the Privacy Sandbox proposals.

13. Google will, at the CMA’s request, seek to facilitate the involvement of the CMA in
discussions on the Privacy Sandbox in the W3C or any other fora. In relation to its
ongoing pa�icipation in the W3C, Google intends for the Privacy Sandbox
proposals to proceed, when appropriate, to the relevant Community, Business and
Working Groups in accordance with W3C processes.

14. Google will instruct its sta� and agents not to make claims to other market players
that contradict these Commitments. Google will provide training to its relevant
sta� and agents to ensure that they are aware of the requirements of these
Commitments.

E. Involvement of the CMA in the Privacy Sandbox proposals

15. Google will engage with the CMA in an open, constructive and continuous dialogue
in relation to the development and implementation of the Privacy Sandbox
proposals, with a view to achieving the Purpose of the Commitments, taking into
account the Development and Implementation Criteria.

16. Updates to the timeline at Annex 1 will be provided to the CMA in accordance with
paragraph 32(a) below. This is to assist the CMA in planning its own involvement in
the process.

17. Google and the CMA will organise their dialogue by mutual agreement. Such
dialogue will in pa�icular involve:

a. E�o�s to identify and resolve concerns quickly.

i. Google will proactively inform the CMA of changes to the Privacy
Sandbox that are material to ensuring that the Purpose of the
Commitments is achieved.

ii. Google will work with the CMA without delay to seek to resolve
concerns raised and address comments made by the CMA with a
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view to achieving the Purpose of the Commitments. Google will
inform the CMA of how it has responded to those comments.

iii. In the event that Google and the CMA cannot reach mutual
agreement or resolve concerns within 20 Working Days of a
noti�cation in writing by the CMA, unless extended by mutual
consent, the CMA may take action pursuant and subject to the
provisions of section 31B(4) of the Act.

b. Status meetings. Google and the CMA will schedule regular meetings at
least once a month until the Removal of Third-Pa�y Cookies and at
regular intervals therea�er to discuss progress on the Privacy Sandbox
proposals.

c. Testing. During the period from acceptance of these Commitments until
the Removal of Third-Pa�y Cookies, Google will seek to agree with the
CMA parameters and other aspects2 which are material for the design of
any signi�cant tests for evaluating the e�ectiveness of the Alternative
Technologies, and of other Privacy Sandbox proposals at Annex 1 that
are amenable to Quantitative Testing, according to the Development and
Implementation Criteria. Such testing will be carried out on the following
basis:

i. Google will test the e�ectiveness of individual Alternative
Technologies and of other Privacy Sandbox proposals at Annex 1
that are amenable to Quantitative Testing, and will also, before
triggering the standstill period as set out in paragraph 19 below,
test their e�ectiveness in combination to fully assess the impact
of the Removal of Third-Pa�y Cookies.

ii. Google will involve the CMA in the design of such tests of
Alternative Technologies and of other Privacy Sandbox proposals
at Annex 1 that are amenable to Quantitative Testing, and will
share with the CMA the results of such tests and, to the extent
necessary for the CMA to understand and evaluate the results,
explanations of the data used and underlying analyses as well as,
on request and where practicable, relevant analyses retained in
Google's systems for the purpose of the experiment results.
Google will work with the CMA to enable the CMA to understand
and have con�dence in the results. Google will take into account
reasonable views and suggestions expressed by stakeholders in

2 Other aspects means data and benchmarks which are material for the design of any signi�cant tests.
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relation to the testing of the Privacy Sandbox proposals, in
accordance with paragraph 12.

iii. If Google and the CMA cannot reach an agreement regarding
appropriate testing parameters the CMA may notify Google of its
preferred parameters.

iv. If Google does not within 20 Working Days, unless extended by
mutual consent, agree to carry out a test according to the CMA’s
parameters, the CMA may take action pursuant and subject to
the provisions of section 31B(4) of the Act.

v. In consultation with the CMA, Google will publish the results of
tests that are material to evaluating the e�ectiveness of the
Alternative Technologies and of other Privacy Sandbox proposals
at Annex 1 that are amenable to Quantitative Testing by
reference to the Development and Implementation Criteria. The
publication will be made in a blog post, a dedicated microsite or
equally prominently. When Google publishes the results of these
tests, it will also publish a description of the underlying data and
methodology used that is su�ciently granular to enable
publishers, adve�isers and ad tech providers to understand the
results and obtain an informed view of the relevance of the test
and its outcome for their own businesses. For the avoidance of
doubt, Google will not publicly disclose personal data, Google
proprietary so�ware code or algorithms or other business
secrets. However, Google may need to disclose such data to the
CMA if such data is necessary for the CMA to assess the
e�ectiveness of the Alternative Technologies and of other
Privacy Sandbox proposals at Annex 1 that are amenable to
Quantitative Testing.

vi. This provision shall not prevent Google from carrying out
alternative tests on the basis of its own parameters and design.
However, Google will provide the CMA with su�cient advance
notice of any intention to carry out any such alternative tests,
explain the nature of any such tests and discuss with the CMA
whether (and if so how) Google should publish the results of any
such tests.

d. User controls. At least once a qua�er, Google will update the CMA on
its plans for user controls in relation to the Privacy Sandbox proposals,
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including default options and choice architectures, and it will share with
the CMA the user research and testing which underpins its decisions on
user controls. Google will take into account any observations the CMA
may make with a view to ensuring that the Purpose of the Commitments
is achieved.

18. The ICO. Google acknowledges that the CMA will involve the ICO to achieve the
Purpose of the Commitments as agreed between the CMA and the ICO and
subject to applicable legislation. The CMA will consult the ICO before issuing any
noti�cation under paragraph 21 below.

F. Standstill before the Removal of Third-Pa�y Cookies

19. Google will not implement the Removal of Third-Pa�y Cookies before the expiry of
a standstill period of no less than 60 days a�er Google noti�es the CMA of its
intention to implement their Removal. Google may increase the length of such a
standstill period at any time between giving such notice and the period’s expiry. At
the CMA’s request, Google will increase the length of this standstill period by a
fu�her 60 days to a total of 120 days.

20. Before the Removal of Third-Pa�y Cookies, Google will not implement Gnatcatcher
without making reasonable e�o�s to suppo� websites’ ability to conduct
anti-spam and anti-fraud e�o�s and to tailor their websites based on users’ coarse
geographic location (i.e., country or region), or enforce the Privacy Budget.3

21. During the standstill period, the CMA may notify Google that competition law
concerns remain such that the Purpose of the Commitments will not be achieved.
Google will work with the CMA without delay to seek to resolve concerns raised
and address comments made by the CMA with a view to achieving the Purpose of
the Commitments. Google will inform the CMA of how it has responded to those
comments.

22. If Google and the CMA do not resolve those competition law concerns during the
standstill period referred to in paragraph 19 above, the CMA may take action
pursuant and subject to section 31B(4)(a) of the Act. In such circumstances the
CMA will have reasonable grounds for believing that there has been a material
change of circumstances since the Commitments were accepted.

23. Nothing in these Commitments prevents the application of any pa� of section
31B(4) or other provisions of the Act.

3 As pa� of this, before the Removal of Third-Pa�y Cookies Google will allow publishers, adve�isers and
ad tech providers to make unlimited requests (and receive responses) for User-Agent Client Hints, so that
all of the information available in the user-agent string as of the E�ective Date would remain accessible
during the period prior to the Removal of Third-Pa�y Cookies.
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24. Where section 31B(4) applies, the CMA may continue the investigation, make a
decision within the meaning of section 31(2) of the Act, or give directions under
section 35 (interim measures) of the Act.

G. Google’s use of data

25. Chrome browsing history commitment. A�er Chrome ends suppo� for
Third-Pa�y Cookies, Google commits not to use Personal Data from a user’s
Chrome browsing history, including synced Chrome history, in its Ads Systems to
track that user for the Targeting or Measurement of digital adve�ising on either
Google owned and operated ad inventory or ad inventory on websites not owned
and operated by Google.

26. Google Analytics data commitment. A�er Chrome ends suppo� for Third-Pa�y
Cookies, Google commits not to use a user’s Personal Data from a customer’s
Google Analytics account in its Ads Systems to track that user for the Targeting or
Measurement of digital adve�ising on either Google owned and operated ad
inventory or ad inventory on websites not owned and operated by Google.4

27. Additional commitments regarding ad inventory on websites not owned and
operated by Google. A�er Chrome ends suppo� for Third-Pa�y Cookies, Google
commits not to track users to Target or Measure digital adve�ising on ad inventory
on websites not owned and operated by Google using either (i) Google First-Pa�y
Personal Data or (ii) Personal Data regarding users’ activities on websites other than
those of the relevant adve�iser and publisher.5

28. A�er Chrome ends suppo� for Third-Pa�y Cookies, Google intends to use the
Alternative Technologies for the Targeting or Measurement of digital adve�ising on
ad inventory on websites not owned and operated by Google.

29. For the avoidance of doubt:

a. nothing in paragraphs 25-27 above prevents Google from using the data
types listed to prevent spam and fraud; and

b. Section G of these Commitments is without prejudice to the operation of
any other pa� of the Commitments, including Section H, or to the

5 This includes data uploaded by an adve�iser to Customer Match in accordance with Google’s Customer
Match policy.

4 Google Analytics plans to continue to allow Analytics customers to use their respective �rst-pa�y data
to suppo� publisher monetization within their own respective websites. Google Analytics does not use
Personal Data across una�liated publishers for publisher monetization and, in accordance with
paragraph 26, commits not to do so in the future. This does not preclude the possibility that a customer
may choose to share or expo� their own Analytics data, including through a linked Google Ads account,
for ads Targeting and/or Measurement.
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application of the Applicable Data Protection Legislation. Section G does
not prevent Google from using the Alternative Technologies in the same
way as other market pa�icipants are able to do.

H. Non-discrimination

30. Recognising that in accordance with paragraph 8 above Google will design,
develop and implement the Privacy Sandbox proposals in a manner that is
consistent with the Purpose of the Commitments and takes account of the
Development and Implementation Criteria, Google will ensure that it does not
disto� competition by discriminating against rivals in favour of Google’s
adve�ising products and services. In pa�icular, Google will not:

a. design and develop the Privacy Sandbox proposals in ways that will disto�
competition by self-preferencing Google’s adve�ising products and
services;

b. implement the Privacy Sandbox in ways that will disto� competition by
self-preferencing Google’s adve�ising products and services; or

c. use competitively sensitive information provided by an ad tech provider or
publisher to Chrome for a purpose other than that for which it was
provided.

For the avoidance of doubt, Privacy Sandbox proposals that deprecate Chrome
functionality will remove such functionality for Google’s own adve�ising products
and services as well as for those of other market pa�icipants.

31. Google will not change its policies for customers of Google Ad Manager, Campaign
Manager 360, Display & Video 360 or Search Ads 360 to introduce new provisions
restricting a customer’s use of Non-Google Technologies before the Removal of
Third-Pa�y Cookies, unless in exceptional circumstances (such circumstances to
be discussed with the CMA) or as required by law. For the duration of the
Commitments, Google will inform the CMA ahead of any such change to these
policies.

I. Repo�ing and compliance

32. Google will:

a. provide the CMA with qua�erly repo�s within three Working Days of the
end of each three-calendar-month period following the E�ective Date
about: progress on the Privacy Sandbox proposals; updated timing
expectations; substantive explanations of how Google has taken into
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account observations made by the CMA and by third pa�ies pursuant to
paragraphs 12 and 17(c)(ii) of these Commitments; and a summary of the
interactions between the CMA and Google pursuant to paragraphs 17
and 21 of these Commitments, including in pa�icular a record of any
concerns raised or comments made by the CMA and the approach
retained for addressing such concerns or comments pursuant to
paragraphs 17(a)(ii) and 21. The qua�erly repo�s will include a signed
Compliance Statement in respect of paragraphs 25-27, 30-31 and, with
respect to those provisions, paragraph 33 of these Commitments. The
Compliance Statement will be signed by the CEO (or an individual with
delegated authority) on behalf of each company giving the
Commitments and will be in the form included in Annex 2 to these
Commitments;

b. appoint at its own cost in consultation with the CMA (and subject to the
ongoing approval of the CMA), a monitoring trustee to monitor
compliance with paragraphs 25-27, 30-31 and, with respect to those
provisions, paragraph 33 of these Commitments and instruct this trustee
to provide the CMA with a qua�erly Monitoring Statement in the form of
Annex 3 to these Commitments within three Working Days of the end of
each three calendar month period following the E�ective Date;

c. promptly notify the CMA, as soon as practicable (and, at the latest within
�ve Working Days) by email at RemediesMonitoringTeam@cma.gov.uk, if
it becomes aware of any breach of the Commitments, and commits to
providing full information concerning the nature and duration of such
breach. Google will not be taken to be aware of a breach for a
reasonable period during which it is considering whether conduct is or is
not in compliance;6

d. promptly take all actions reasonably required, in consultation with the
CMA,  to remedy a breach; and

e. provide to the CMA any information and documents which the CMA
requests for the purposes of enabling the CMA to monitor and review
the operation of the Commitments or any provisions of the
Commitments or for the purposes of their enforcement.

33. Alphabet Inc., Google UK Limited and Google LLC will not in any way, whether by
actions or omissions, directly or indirectly, circumvent any of the Commitments.

6 Such reasonable period to not exceed, absent exceptional circumstances, 10 Working Days from the date
on which Google becomes aware of the conduct in question.
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J. Duration

34. The Commitments will terminate six years from the date they are accepted by the
CMA, unless released at an earlier date in accordance with section 31A(4) of the
Act.

K. Variation or substitution

35. Google may o�er a variation or substitution of the Commitments as envisaged by
section 31A(3) of the Act.

L. E�ect of invalidity

36. Should any provision of these Commitments be contrary to law or invalid or
unenforceable for any reason, Google will continue to observe the remaining
provisions, which shall remain valid and enforceable.

M. Governing law and jurisdiction

37. The Commitments will be governed by and construed in all respects in accordance
with English law.

38. Disputes arising concerning the Commitments will be subject to the exclusive
jurisdiction of the cou�s of England and Wales.

39. Each of Alphabet Inc. and Google LLC irrevocably appoints Sisec Limited, 21
Holborn Viaduct, London EC1A 2DY as its agent to receive on its behalf in England
or Wales service by the CMA of all documents, orders, requests, noti�cations,
proceedings or other communications connected with these Commitments. Such
service shall be deemed completed on delivery to such agent and shall be valid
until such time as the CMA has received prior wri�en notice that such agent has
ceased to act as agent. If for any reason such agent ceases to be able to act as
agent or no longer has an address in England or Wales, each of Alphabet Inc. and
Google LLC shall fo�hwith appoint a substitute acceptable to the CMA and deliver
to the CMA the new agent's name and address within England and Wales.

**
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Annex 1

Google will provide the following information in relation to the use cases set out below,
by reference to each qua�er (e.g., Q1 2022, Q2 2022…):

1. Currently anticipated opening of application programming inte�ace (API) origin
trial

2. Currently anticipated sta� of notice period prior to Removal of Third-Pa�y
Cookies

3. Currently anticipated Use Case general availability
4. Currently anticipated Transition Period for Removal of Third-Pa�y Cookies

The use cases for which such information will be provided, and distinct APIs for which
information will be shown, are as follows (if the development of an API is discontinued,
and/or an alternative API developed, such changes will be re�ected):

1. Use Case: Fight spam and fraud on the web
● Trust Tokens API

2. Use Case: Show relevant content and ads
● Topics API
● FLEDGE API

3. Use Case: Measure digital ads
● Core A�ribution API
● Aggregate Repo�ing API with aggregate repo�s
● Cross-Environment A�ribution API
● Aggregation Service Reference

4. Use Case: Improve the web pla�orm infrastructure
● First-Pa�y Sets API
● Shared Storage API
● CHIPS API
● Storage Pa�itioning
● Fenced Frames API
● Network State Pa�itioning

Information on the earliest anticipated date for availability will be provided for the
following measures to promote a more private web (if the development of a measure is
discontinued, and/or an alternative measure developed, such changes will be re�ected):
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● DNS-over-HTTPS
● Federated Credential Management (FedCM)
● User-Agent Reduction
● Gnatcatcher
● Origin-Bound Cookies
● Privacy Budget
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Annex 2
Template Compliance Statement

[Note: Qua�erly Compliance Statements will be provided to the CMA within three
Working Days of the end of each three-calendar-month period following the E�ective
Date for the duration of the Commitments]

I, [inse� full name], [Chief Executive O�cer/title of authorised delegate] of Google LLC
con�rm that for the three months to [amend date as appropriate], [Google] has
complied in the preceding three-calendar-month period with the obligations relating
to:

- Google’s use of data set out in paragraphs 25, 26, and 27 of the Commitments;
- Google’s non-discrimination commitments set out in paragraphs 30 and 31 of

the Commitments; and
- Google’s commitment in relation to anti-circumvention in this respect set out in

paragraph 33 of the Commitments.

Any failures to meet the Commitments during this three-calendar-month period were
noti�ed to the CMA within �ve Working Days of Google becoming aware of them and
are also listed below for completeness.

Signed………………………………………………………………………..

Full name……………………………………………………………………

Date……………………………………………………………………………

[Breaches (if any) listed on following page for completeness]
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Annex 3
Outline of Monitoring Statement

A Commitments in paragraphs 25-27

A1 A description of the technical data separation mechanisms for compliance with the
requirements of these paragraphs, updated as appropriate in each successive repo�,
including how Google ensures that any access by Ads Systems or related individuals
for the purposes of preventing spam and fraud is limited to this use case.

A2 A summary of the Monitoring Trustee’s review of the relevant logs detailing the access
history of any datasets within Google that contain data relevant to these paragraphs.
This summary shall list out exhaustively any access by Ads Systems or related
individuals and provide the justi�cation for such access. 7

A3 A description of training on permissible data access Google has carried out and the
a�endees of such training.

B Commitments in paragraphs 30-31

B1 A description of the process through which Google records how the Development
and Implementation Criteria were assessed in key design decisions for relevant
products, updated as appropriate in each successive repo�.

B2 A summary of the Monitoring Trustee’s review of the records described in B1.

B3 A description of Google’s guidelines detailing what contacts between Chrome and
Ads are permissible, updated as appropriate in each successive repo�.

B4 A summary of the Monitoring Trustee’s review of the implementation of B3.

B5 A description of (i) the secure depository for documents pa�ners label as containing
con�dential information that will not be accessible to members of the Google Ads
organization, updated as appropriate in each successive repo�; and (ii) the steps
Google has taken to inform third-pa�ies of the steps they can take to label
information as con�dential.

B6 A description of any processes in addition to those in B5 that Google has carried out
to ensure that Google uses any competitively sensitive information provided by an ad
tech provider or publisher to Chrome only for the purpose(s) for which it was
provided.

B7 A summary of the Monitoring Trustee’s review of the implementation of B5 and B6.

7 To the extent that, for the purposes of any Monitoring Statement, Google provides information to the Monitoring
Trustee that information will also be provided to the CMA.
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B8 A description of training Google has carried out to ensure that all relevant Chrome
sta� and agents are aware of the requirements of paragraphs 25-27 and 30-31 of
these Commitments and the a�endees of such training.

B9 A description of training material Google makes available to all relevant publisher- and
adve�iser-facing sta� and agents to make them aware about how to communicate
around the Removal of Third-Pa�y Cookies and the Privacy Sandbox (at least with
respect to paragraphs 25-27 and 30-31 of the Commitments).

B10 A description of the internal process that will enable relevant Google sta� and agents
at least to repo� behaviour that is not in line with paragraphs 25-27 and 30-31 of these
Commitments.

B11 A summary of the Monitoring Trustee’s review of any repo�s pursuant to B8, B9 and
B10 (including on any training under the requirements of paragraph 14 in relation to
paragraphs 25-27 and 30-31 of  these Commitments).

C Commitment at paragraph 33

C1 A summary of the Monitoring Trustee’s review of putative circumvention of
paragraphs 25-27 and  30-31 of the Commitments.
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